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Principal Register

Tycon Systems Inc. (UTAH CORPORATION), DBA Tycon Systems Inc. ,
Suite A
14641 South 800 West
Bluffdale, UT 84065
CLASS 9: Apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electrical energy, namely,
photovoltaic solar modules; Remote Power Systems, and for uninterruptible power supply
backups; Transmitters of electronic signals; Uninterruptible electrical power supplies;
Batteries and battery chargers; Battery monitoring devices that may be attached to a battery to
monitor the performance of the battery and operating software for use therewith, sold as a
unit; Integrated battery backup systems comprising a battery, an electronic measurement
apparatus for use in the measurement of battery health and performance, and a remote
computer software program that uses the foregoing data to trend, predict, and store data
related to the health of the battery; Devices for wireless radio transmission;
Telecommunications hardware and software for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status
via the Internet; Telecommunications and data networking hardware, namely, devices for
transporting and aggregating voice, data, and video communications across multiple network
infrastructures and communications protocols; Telecommunications hardware and software
for monitoring and alerting remote sensor status via the Internet; Computer hardware and
software system for remotely monitoring environmental conditions and controlling devices
within a building, facility, grounds, or designated spatial area; wireless controllers to remotely
monitor and control the function and status of other electrical, electronic, and mechanical
devices or systems, namely, laptop computers and desktop computers, tablets and
smartphones, and cellular mobile phones; computer hardware and software for setting up and
configuring local area networks; computer hardware, and software for setting up and
configuring local area networks wide area networks; none of the foregoing related to security
or surveillance in the fields of fire detection or intrusion detection
FIRST USE 12-18-2007; IN COMMERCE 12-18-2007
THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY
PARTICULAR FONT STYLE, SIZE OR COLOR
No claim is made to the exclusive right to use the following apart from the mark as shown:
"POWER"
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